Abstract
Introduction
The shortest path is a common problem in computer science, transportation engineering, systems engineering, control theory and other fields.In recent years, scholars in different fields proposed different solution algorithm to solve the shortest path.Literature [1] proposed a method of using the algorithm A in the mutation operator to improve the speed of the genetic algorithm. Literature [2] used the greedy method for single-source shortest path.The advantage of the exhaustive method lies in the optimal path must be the global optimal solution,and its fatal flaw is the large computational spending.Literature [3] uses the exhaustive search method based on binary tree.This algorithm avoids the blindness of the search effectively through using the sequence of decomposition,classification arrangement combining with the direction of binary tree. Literature [4] proposed symbol encoding which is to prevent the initial population appearing the open circuit and the loop.Literature [5] proposed encoding based on priority,whose cross-operating combined with Syswerda method,and mutation was through the exchange of two random way-point position. These methods are mainly base on the classical Dijkstra algorithm [6] to solve the shortest path problem.Because of the routing problem belongs to NP-type problems [7] , it is difficult to obtain the satisfied solution using a single method.The shortest path planning problem is to find the optimal path from the starting point to the target point under certain constraints, whose essence is the optimization problem with muti-constrains and multi-objective.The researchers propose a hybrid method combining the genetic algorithm and pattern search method through analyzing the applicability of various methods for the shortest path comprehensively.
The shortest path and its mathematical model
The shortest path is one of the most representative problems in graph theory, which involves combinatorial optimization, arrangement, decision-making problems.The analysis and planning of the shortest path problem is usually used for a weighted graph, corresponding adjacency matrix of weighted graph is adopted as the storage structure of the shortest path, as shown in Figure 1 As we know according to graph theory: Assumed a graph G has been composed with a non-empty set of vertices V={V 1 , V 2 ,…,V n } and a set of edges E={e 1 ,e 2 ,…,e m },where e i =(P i1 ,P i2 ) and e i∈ E, if(P i1 ,P i2 )≠(P i2 ,P i1 ), then G is a directed graph; also set the value of e i as a i ,A={a 1 ,a 2 ,…,a m },then G can be expressed as a triple: G={V,E,A}. Assuming the source point O ∈ V,target point D ∈ V,the set of nodes in the shortest path is V p , the elements of V p can be expressed as i 1 ,i 2 ,…,i k (k≤n) in turn according to the order in the shortest path, then the mathematical model of the shortest path can be described as:
Equation (1) is objective function, and the distance of path is the shortest; equation (2) is the constraint of the source point,the middle point and the target point; equation (3) is the definition of decision variables P ij ,if there is a path between node i and node j, then P ij =1,otherwise,P ij =0,traditionally there are three references to the shortest path as follows: (1) Find the shortest path between two given points; (2) Find the shortest path from the given point P 0 to the rest points of, that is the shortest path problem of single-source; (3) Find the shortest path between each pair vertices of graph G,that is the shortest path problem of multi-sources.
The possible number of the target path in the shortest path may increase exponentially with the growth of the number of vertices, most of the current algorithm are mainly for problem (2) and problem(3) .
Genetic algorithm for the shortest path
Genetic algorithm was proposed by Professor Holland from the university of Michigan based on Darwin's theory of evolution and Mendel's theory of genetics.The algorithm is essentially a parallel global optimization algorithm [8] . There are three base factors in genetic algorithm such as: encoding,
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1) Encoding
The shortest path problem usually use the chromosome encoding scheme based on path.
2) Population initialization
The specific steps of initial population generated randomly is as follows: a. Generated chromosomes randomly; b. If the chromosomes meet the requirements of preserving the node, go to c,else go to a; c. Repeat a and b until generate more than enough chromosome meeting the requirements to form initial population.
3) Operator design
Operators of genetic algorithms generaly includes three basic forms: selection, crossover and mutation, operators of a new generation through the group to achieve group evolution.
4) Fitness function
The fitness function related to the genetic algorithm convergence speed and ability to find the global optimum. Let the initial population is P = {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , ..., P k }, the size of the individual objective function value L (P k ), is the path length between each node and the fitness function formula is as follows: (4) However, the local optimization accuracy of the genetic algorithm is poor, to overcome this shortcoming, the author reference the idea in literature [12] to use pattern search method for the local optimization accuracy after the genetic algorithms.
Pattern search method
Pattern search method is one kind of direct search method, it is composed of two actions such as the detection of moving and the pattern search [13] . According to the results of the implementation of the action, choose only one or alternately repeated execution.
Detection of moving detect the point whose target value is smaller from one base point R 0 along the positive and negative direction of n axis e j =(0…010…0) T (i=1,2,…,n) in order at a step of δ .Assume the detection point R n , in the beginning, R n =R 0 .If f(R n +δe 1 )<f(R n ),it is called the e 1 positive detection succeed, probe point R n moves to R n +δe 1 ,and prepares to probe along the direction of e 2 ;if f(R n +δe 1 )≥f(R n ),it is called the e 1 positive detection fail, anti far as to re-e1 negative direction along the probe. If f(R n -δe 1 )<f(R n ), it is called the e 1 negative detection succeed, probe point R n moves to R n -δe 1 ,and prepares to probe along the direction ofe 2 . If f(R n -δe 1 )≥f(R n ), it is called the e 1 both positive and negative directions fail and probe point R n prepares to probe along the direction of e 2 .If the detection of moving successful, the implementation of pattern search; if the detection of moving fails, reduce the step size δ  βδ, β is called as the shrinkage factor, 0 <β <1. And then began to re-probe from the point R 0 , or enter the model search, until the step size is less than the given error tolerance ε.
Hybrid genetic algorithm with pattern search method
In order to obtain the global and local optimal solution for the shortest path, the author proposed the idea of hybrid genetic algorithm with pattern search method.
Improved genetic algorithm factors
Referencing the literature [14] [15] ,the author improved the crossover operator \ mutation operator and the fitness function in genetic algorithm.
Firstly,using a two exchange heuristic crossover (HX) ,crossover nodes A im and A jm (0<m<n) were selected in the path L i and L j randomly, then exchanged the rest of the two path to generate a new pair 
（5）
Secondly,mutation operator is to select randomly the first k point A ik on the selected path, then the arc length from A ik-1 to A ik+1 can be approximated as:
In L i , the mutation more points, the greater the rate of the short path. At last,referencing simulated annealing, improve the fitness function as follows:
is the selection probability of the first k individual, f (P k ) is the fitness of the first k individual, M is the number of initial population in genetic algorithm, g is the number of genetic iterations, T is temperature, T 0 is the initial temperature.
Planning steps and the algorithm
Input parameter: select eight chromosomes to form a population randomly:
P1= (00001) P2= (11001) P3= (01111) P4= (01000) P5= (01010) P6=(01011) P7= (00010) P8=(11000) Output parameter: the optimal population is:
P1'=(11001) P2'=(11000) P3'=(01111) P4'=(01011) P5'=(11111) P6'=(01001) P7'=(11010) The specific steps are as follows:
Step 1 Set the control parameters of pattern search method and genetic algorithm, encode the path which will be optimized and generate the initial path of population;
Step 2 According to the equation (1)~ (3), calculate the objective function value and fitness function value of each path in population;
Step 3 Generate a new path to population through selection, crossover and mutation;
Step 4 Calculate whether the hereditary algebra is less than the maximum hereditary algebra, and if so, go to step 2; otherwise, select the optimal solution X best and the worst solution X worst from the final population, and go to Step 5;
Step 5 Initialize the pattern search method,R 0 =X best ,δ 0 =ǁX best -X worst ǁ 2 ,β=0.5,ε=10
Step 6 Look R 0 as base point, obtain the end point R n through detection of moving;
Step 7 If f(R n )<f(R 0 ),and if so, go to step8,otherwise,go to step 10;
Step 8 M 0  2R n -R 0 ,look M 0 as base point to move, obtain the end point M n ;
Step 9 If f(Mn)<f(R n ),and if so R 0  R n ,R n  M n ,go to step 8,otherwise,R 0  R n ,go to step 10;
Step 10 Reduce the length of step δ  βδ;
Step 11 If δ<ε, and if so, stop the algorithm and obtain the final path; otherwise go to step 6.
Simulation example
To verify the accuracy and effectiveness of the hybrid genetic algorithm for the shortest path planning problem, the author designed the simulation experiments with Dalian Maritime University and choosed the initial population to take the first randomly generated an individual to choose the best is library, d that S3 is science center, e that J5 is computing center, f that F34 is sailing mock court, g that X15 is administration building, h that X25 is air education building. Experiments adopted two simulation schemes: scheme A and B. Scheme A use the general genetic algorithm, population size is 20, crossover probability is 0.8, mutation probability is 0.2 and the maximum genetic algebra is 300; scheme B is hybrid genetic algorithm, the parameters are all the same as that in scheme A, the initial step of pattern search method is and the shrinkage factor is 0.5, close tolerance ε is10 -km, the maximum number of iterations is 50.
Resume the source point is M11,the target point is X25,in meters (m), each mission area simulates 80 times. Hybrid genetic algorithm spends the average 1.6 seconds throughout the calculations, planes the optimal path of M11→X25 as M11→S3→X25,the total distance is 153.2m;however the general genetic algorithm spends the average 2.2 seconds, the total distance is 189.8m.If the task node within the region has been traversed, then the use of hybrid genetic algorithm for the optimal path generation of the 46 generation, the average use of 3.6 seconds, the optimal shortest path is: M11→S3→M25→F34→X15→X25→J5→M13→M11, the total distance is 1558.3m;if uses the general genetic algorithm, the computation time will exceed 1 -4 seconds, if the walking path is: M11→J5→M13→X25→X15→F34→S3→M25→M11, the total distance is 1704.5m, exceed 146.2m than the optimal path, if the walking path is M11→M13→J5→X15→F34→X25→M25→S3→M11, the total distance is 1856.8m, exceed 298.5m than the optimal path. The difference between the two algorithms is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 showed the hybrid method is superior to the general genetic algorithm in that the average distance is 222.3m less using the optimal path in 80 times simulation experiments. What's more, the target value and its standard deviation of the path planned by the hybrid method is less than what planned by the general genetic algorithm. Figure 4 showed that the optimal trajectory costs is 90.14 using the general genetic algorithm,while the hybrid method is 76.78;it took 12s for the general genetic algorithm and convergence occurred when the number of iterations is 49,while the hybrid method took 8.6s, and convergence occurred when the number of iterations is 38.
Conclusion
Compared and discussed the current methods to solve the shortest path problem from several aspects such as the coding, population, operator design and fitness function. After the full recognition of the global optimization ability of genetic algorithms, the author analyzed its poor accuracy of the local optimization. Proposed one hybrid method and its solution steps combining the traditional genetic algorithm with patter search method according to the advantage of local optimization. To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of this method, conducted the simulation example based on Dalian Maritime University. The result of the experiment shows that the improved hybrid genetic algorithm is more stable and accurate, its standard deviation is less than the traditional general genetic algorithm.
